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Self-Optimization Algorithm for Outer Loop Link Adaptation in LTE
A. Durán, M. Toril, F. Ruiz, and A. Mendo

Abstract—In this letter, a novel algorithm for improving outer3
loop link adaptation (OLLA) convergence speed in the downlink of4
Long Term Evolution (LTE) is presented. The proposed heuristic5
algorithm adjusts the OLLA initial offset parameter based on6
OLLA adjustment histograms of large activity connections. The7
algorithm is validated with a connection-level simulator, fed with8
real connection traces collected from a live LTE network. Results9
show that average network block error rate, user throughput and10
spectral efficiency can be improved by properly adjusting the11
initial OLLA offset parameter.12

Index Terms—Mobile network, long term evolution (LTE),13
outer loop link adaptation (OLLA), self-optimization.14

I. INTRODUCTION15

16 L INK adaptation is a key process in mobile communi-17

cations systems. The aim of link adaptation is to cope18

with changes in radio link conditions by dynamically selecting19

the optimum modulation and coding scheme (MCS) for each20

connection. Achievable user throughput largely depends on21

proper MCS selection. If MCS is too conservative, instanta-22

neous channel capacity is not fully exploited. In contrast, if23

MCS is too aggressive, block error rate (BLER) increases and24

radio link efficiency is impaired.25

Most existing link adaptation schemes consist of an inner26

loop link adaptation (ILLA) selector and an outer loop link27

adaptation (OLLA) corrector. The aim of ILLA is to select the28

most suitable MCS based on link quality measurements. In its29

simplest form, it assigns an MCS to each reported channel qual-30

ity indicator (CQI). On the other hand, the aim of OLLA is to31

correct reporting inaccuracies and delays. A common approach32

is to correct the reported CQI based on hybrid automatic repeat33

request (HARQ) positive and negative acknowledgments sent34

by the user equipment (UE) [1].35

In the literature, most efforts have been focused on the design36

of robust link adaptation schemes to deal with CQI reporting37

inaccuracies. In [2], a scheme that takes CQI age into account is38

proposed for High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA). In39

[3], several CQI processing strategies are proposed in HSDPA.40

In [4], an OLLA scheme that adapts signal quality thresholds41

based on medium access control (MAC) acknowledgments in42
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Fig. 1. OLLA block diagram for downlink.

IS-856 is proposed. A similar scheme is proposed in [1], which 43

adds an adaptive offset to signal quality measurements to deal 44

with handset measurement and CQI errors, uplink reporting 45

delays and detection errors in LTE. However, few studies have 46

evaluated the problem of OLLA convergence and its impact on 47

the performance of short connections. The analyses presented 48

in [5] and [6] show that link adaptation schemes based on 49

adaptive thresholds may suffer from slow convergence with 50

strongly biased CQI reporting. In [7], it is shown that such a 51

slow convergence is a major issue in current LTE networks due 52

to the prevalence of short connections. 53

In this letter, a novel self-optimization algorithm for adjust- 54

ing the initial offset parameter in a classical OLLA scheme 55

for LTE downlink is presented. The proposed algorithm sets 56

the initial offset parameter of all connections to the value 57

obtained at the end of large activity connections, where OLLA 58

has reached steady state and has adapted to the actual channel 59

conditions. As a result, average radio link efficiency and user 60

throughput increase and overall BLER decreases. The proposed 61

algorithm is validated with a connection-level simulator fed 62

with statistics from real connection traces. During the experi- 63

ments, the proposed algorithm is compared with the case where 64

OLLA parameters are set to the default values suggested by 65

vendors. This letter is organized as follows. Section II presents 66

a theoretical analysis of OLLA imperfections to justify the 67

need for optimizing OLLA parameters. Section III describes 68

the proposed self-optimization algorithm for OLLA. Section IV 69

presents the performance analysis and Section V summarizes 70

the conclusions. 71

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 72

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the classical link adaptation 73

scheme for the downlink [1]. In this scheme, the UE measures 74

downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), γm, 75

and sends CQI reports to the base station (eNB) on a per- 76

transmission time interval (TTI) basis. The reported CQI values 77

are processed at the eNB to build an estimate of the measured 78

downlink SINR, γ̂m. The SINR measured by the UE differs 79
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from the real SINR by a systematic (i.e., bias) error term due80

to imperfections in the SINR measurement unit of the UE, and81

a random error term due to imperfections in channel estimation82

[8]. Such a difference can be expressed in logarithmic units as:83

γm(k, n) = γ (k, n) + εt
s(k) + εt

r(k, n), (1)

where γm(k, n) and γ (k, n) are the measured and real SINR of84

user (i.e., connection) k in TTI n, and εt
s(k) and εt

r(k, n) are,85

respectively, the systematic and random errors introduced by86

the terminal of user k in TTI n. In (2), dependence on indices87

k and n shows that the systematic error is constant during a88

connection, whereas the random error varies with each TTI [9].89

At the eNB, the SINR derived from the received CQI is an90

estimate of the measured SINR used by the UE to compute91

the CQI value. Estimated and measured SINR differ by a92

systematic error term, due to differences in the mapping curves93

used by eNB and UE to derive SINR thresholds for each CQI,94

and a random error term, due to errors in the CQI feedback95

channel, the delay in the reporting process and deviations from96

the assumed channel conditions (e.g., multipath environment,97

user speed, . . .) [8]. Thus,98

γ̂m(k, n) = γm(k, n) + εb
s (k) + εb

r (k, n)

= γ (k, n) + εt
s(k) + εt

r(k, n) + εb
s (k) + εb

r (k, n)

= γ (k, n) + εs(k) + εr(k, n), (2)

where γ̂m(k, n) is the estimate of γm(k, n) at the eNB, εb
s (k)99

and εb
r (k, n) are, respectively, the systematic and random errors100

introduced by the eNB for user k in TTI n, and εs(k) and εr(k, n)101

are the total systematic and random errors for user k in TTI102

n. Again, the systematic error introduced by the eNB is fixed,103

whereas the random error introduced by the eNB varies with104

each TTI.105

The aim of OLLA is to compensate for systematic errors by106

applying an offset, �OLLA, to the estimated SINR to compute107

an effective (i.e., corrected) SINR as:108

γeff (k, n) = γ̂m(k, n) − �OLLA(k, n). (3)

If �OLLA(k, n) = εs(k), then γeff (k, n) is an unbiased estimator109

of the real downlink SINR experienced by the UE, which can110

be used by ILLA to select the proper MCS.111

From (3), it is deduced that a positive value of �OLLA leads112

to a lower value of γeff , which translates into a pessimistic in-113

terpretation of the reported channel conditions and the selection114

of a robust MCS. Conversely, a negative value of �OLLA leads115

to a higher γeff , translating into an optimistic interpretation of116

the channel conditions and the selection of an aggressive MCS.117

When �OLLA is calculated correctly, γeff matches the actual118

channel conditions, systematic errors are compensated and the119

best MCS is selected.120

At the beginning of each radio resource control (RRC) con-121

nection, �OLLA is initialized to a fixed value, �ini, defined on a122

cell basis. As the connection progresses, �OLLA is progressively123

modified by OLLA based on HARQ feedback. When a posi-124

tive acknowledgment (ACK) is received, �OLLA is decreased125

by �down, and when a negative acknowledgment (NACK) is126

received, �OLLA is increased by �up. The ratio �down/�up 127

controls the target BLER that OLLA converges to, given by 128

BLERT = 1

1 + �up
�down

≈ �down

�up
, if �up � �down. (4)

Typical values for �up and �down are 1 dB and 0.1 dB, respec- 129

tively, to ensure quick recovery from high BLER situations and 130

smooth convergence to equilibrium. These values yield a target 131

BLER of 0.1 (10%). 132

Note that the target BLER is only reached at the end of 133

large activity connections, for which a large number of ACKs 134

and NACKs are received by the eNB. For these connections, 135

OLLA reaches steady state and �OLLA fluctuates around the 136

proper value due to random system errors. In contrast, for small 137

activity connections, convergence is not guaranteed, unless 138

�OLLA is properly initialized. When �ini is too large, γeff is 139

initially far below the actual channel conditions. This leads to 140

an excessively conservative selection of the initial MCS and, 141

therefore, user throughput is below the maximum achievable 142

value. Considering a typical value of �down = 0.1 dB, OLLA 143

needs at least 10 consecutive successful transmissions (i.e., 10 ms)144

to compensate for a 1 dB bias in SINR reporting. This is 145

comparable to the average RRC connection activity in current 146

LTE networks [7] and might prevent OLLA from reaching 147

the optimum MCS before the connection is released. On the 148

other hand, when �ini is too small, γeff is far above the actual 149

channel conditions and a too aggressive MCS is initially 150

selected. This causes high BLER figures and unnecessary 151

retransmissions, thus lowering the net user data flow. In both 152

cases, user throughput is negatively affected. 153

Other link adaptation schemes proposed in the literature 154

improve OLLA convergence speed, but they require changing 155

existing equipment and are thus not directly compatible with 156

currently deployed systems. In the absence of these schemes, a 157

cost-effective solution for legacy networks is to adjust the value 158

of �ini properly, as described next. 159

III. SELF-OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 160

In this section, an automatic algorithm for optimizing the 161

initial OLLA offset parameter in LTE downlink is described. 162

The motivation of the algorithm is first given and the details are 163

presented later. 164

A. Motivation of the Algorithm 165

Fig. 2 represents three different realizations of the OLLA 166

process for a sample connection, obtained with a statistical 167

connection-level simulator. The figure shows the evolution of 168

the OLLA offset with three different settings for the initial 169

offset parameter (i.e., �ini = −10, 10 and 3 dB). It is observed 170

that, for all settings, the offset converges to the same value 171

(i.e., 3 dB). This was expected since, in the steady state, the 172

offset fluctuates around a fixed value, representing the sum of 173

the bias terms for that specific connection (i.e., εt
s(k) + εb

s (k)). 174

However, when �OLLA is initialized to an excessively large 175

value (10 dB), the connection takes longer to reach the steady 176

state, and conservative MCSs are used during the first TTIs of 177
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Fig. 2. Realizations of the OLLA process for different values of the initial
offset parameter.

Fig. 3. OLLA self-optimization algorithm flowchart.

the connection. On the contrary, when the initial �OLLA is too178

low (−10 dB), convergence is faster but large BLER figures179

are experienced in the first TTIs (not shown in the figure).180

Only when �OLLA is initialized correctly (for the considered181

connection, to 3 dB), selected MCSs are optimum from the182

beginning of the connection.183

More importantly, it can be inferred from the figure that, in184

large activity connections, the most frequent value of the OLLA185

offset throughout the connection is close to the bias term for the186

user. Thus, the bias error term for a large activity connection187

can be estimated from any central statistic (e.g., the median)188

of the OLLA offset in that connection. This is not the case for189

connections with small activity. Nonetheless, it is expected that190

the bias term in small and large activity connections has the191

same statistical distribution.192

B. Algorithm Outline193

Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm. The194

main input to the algorithm is the set of downlink OLLA195

offset histograms of all the connections completed in a given196

geographical area and time period. This information is included197

in performance recordings of connection traces stored in the198

eNB. The histogram H�OLLA(k) for a connection k consists199

of N bins, H�OLLA(k)[i], (i = 1, . . . , N). Each bin contains the200

number of occurrences of �OLLA values between the bin limits,201

Li−1 and Li. For consistency, L0 = −∞ and LN = ∞.202

The algorithm consists of three stages: filtering, aggregation 203

and statistical computation. In the filtering stage, large activity 204

connections are identified. To isolate large activity connections, 205

an internal threshold parameter, Ath, is defined as the minimum 206

number of HARQ positive and negative acknowledgment mes- 207

sages (i.e., ACKs + NACKs) to consider a connection as a large 208

activity one. Only histograms for large activity connections 209

are processed in subsequent stages. In the aggregation stage, 210

�OLLA histograms of large activity connections are aggregated 211

into a single histogram as: 212

Hl
�OLLAT

[i] =
Nc∑

k=1

Hl
�OLLA

(k)[i], i = 1, . . . , N, (5)

where i is the histogram bin index, Hl
�OLLA

are the �OLLA 213

histograms of large activity connections, k is the connection 214

index, and Nc is the number of large activity connections. 215

Finally, in the statistical computation stage, the optimized value 216

of the initial offset parameter, �∗
ini, is computed as the median 217

value of Hl
�OLLAT

, denoted by �̃OLLA. 218

The above-described optimization process can be executed 219

periodically to adapt to changing network conditions. Likewise, 220

the algorithm can consider the network as a whole, leading to a 221

single global optimized value, or can be executed on a cell-by- 222

cell basis, providing the best value for each cell. 223

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 224

A comparison of the network performance obtained with the 225

default OLLA parameter settings against that obtained with 226

the proposed self-optimizing algorithm is done. The analysis 227

is carried out with a statistical connection-level simulator fed 228

with real connection traces collected from a live LTE network. 229

The aim of the analysis is to show that: a) OLLA convergence 230

is an issue in current LTE networks, and b) tuning �ini with the 231

proposed algorithm can improve network performance signifi- 232

cantly in a real scenario. 233

A. Simulation Setup 234

The analyzed trace dataset consists of 1744890 connections 235

collected during 24 hours in 24 LTE cells in 4 sites selected 236

at random. Cells are distributed in 2 carriers at 734 MHz and 237

2.132 GHz with 10 MHz and 5 MHz system bandwidth, 238

respectively. 239

For each connection, trace data includes radio resource 240

control (RRC) connection duration, average user packet data 241

convergence protocol (PDCP) and radio throughput, total occu- 242

pying time, HARQ activity (i.e., amount of ACKs + NACKs), 243

and CQI and OLLA offset histograms. OLLA histograms 244

contain 8 bins, whose limits are {−∞,−10,−7,−3,−1, 1, 245

3, 7,+∞} dB, while CQI histograms contain 16 bins, ranging 246

from CQI 0 to CQI 15. 247

A statistical connection-level simulator has been developed 248

to analyze the time domain behavior of �OLLA and other 249

relevant performance indicators of the connections. The inputs 250

to the simulator are CQI and �OLLA cumulative distribution 251

functions, built from traces on a per-connection basis. For each 252

connection, a random CQI is generated on a TTI basis from 253
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TABLE I
NETWORK-LEVEL AND CARRIER-LEVEL SIMULATION RESULTS

the real CQI distribution. Then, the measured SINR is derived254

from the CQI value by using link-level mapping curves [10].255

The real SINR is computed by adding bias and random error256

terms, as in (2). For large activity connections (i.e., activity ≥257

Ath = 1000), the bias term is obtained from the median value258

of the OLLA offset histogram of that connection. For small259

activity connections, the bias term is obtained similarly from260

a histogram randomly selected from large activity connections.261

Random errors introduced by the terminal and the eNB are262

modeled as Gaussian random variables with standard deviation263

σ t
r = 1 dB [9] and σ b

r = 0.3 dB [11]. The effective SINR at264

the eNB is obtained with (3), and MCS is selected based on265

SINR thresholds for a BLER of 10% derived from link-level266

simulations [10]. The actual BLER is estimated from the real267

SINR and the mapping curve corresponding to the selected268

MCS. Such a BLER value is used to randomly generate ACK269

or NACK messages, which are then used by OLLA to update270

the OLLA offset.271

Three different OLLA parameter configuration approaches272

are compared. The first one is the current approach followed273

by the operator, where �ini in downlink is set to 0 dB in all274

cells of the network. This solution is used for benchmarking275

purposes. In a second approach, referred to as network-level op-276

timization, the optimized value of �ini is computed by applying277

the proposed algorithm to a dataset built by aggregating �OLLA278

statistics in the 24 cells and 24 hours. In a third approach,279

referred to as carrier-level optimization, two values of �ini are280

obtained by applying the proposed algorithm separately to the281

cells of each carrier.282

Method assessment is based on: a) the average spectral283

efficiency, estimated from the selected MCS and BLER proba-284

bility [12], b) the average maximum user throughput, computed285

by multiplying the average spectral efficiency by the system286

bandwidth of the carrier frequency (5 or 10 MHz), and c)287

the average connection BLER, computed by mapping the real288

SINR measurements with link-level simulator curves [10].289

B. Analysis Results290

Table I summarizes the results of the simulations. First, it is291

observed that �∗
ini (i.e., the median of the OLLA offset of large292

activity connections) calculated on a network or carrier basis293

is much larger than the default value configured by the operator294

(0 dB). This is proof of the need for optimizing the initial OLLA295

offset parameter in the downlink of real networks. From (3), it296

can be deduced that the positive value of �∗
ini means that the297

default configuration is optimistic, leading to an unnecessarily298

high BLER. Thus, it is anticipated that the main benefit of the299

optimized settings will be a BLER reduction. Likewise, it is300

observed that �∗
ini is significantly different between carriers. 301

It is thus expected that carrier-level optimization should give 302

higher gains than network-level optimization. Specifically, rel- 303

ative BLER reduction is 28.8% (from 13.94 to 9.92%) and 304

31.9% (from 13.94 to 9.49%) when optimizing at a network- 305

and carrier-level, respectively. At the same time, the relative 306

gain in average spectral efficiency obtained with the proposed 307

algorithm when compared to the current operator approach is 308

2.52% (from 1.906 to 1.954) and 2.73% (from 1.906 to 1.958) 309

in the network- and carrier-level variants, respectively. Similar 310

gains are obtained for the average maximum user throughput. 311

These results quantify the potential benefit of tuning the initial 312

OLLA offset parameter in the downlink of a real network. 313

V. CONCLUSION 314

In this letter, a novel OLLA self-optimization algorithm has 315

been proposed for LTE downlink. By processing connection 316

traces, the algorithm adapts the initial OLLA offset value to 317

the median value observed in large activity connections, where 318

steady state is reached. With the optimized settings, OLLA 319

convergence is faster, leading to increased user throughput and 320

reduced retransmission rates. Such performance benefits are 321

obtained without modifying existing network equipment. The 322

analysis of real connection traces has shown that the optimum 323

value of the initial offset parameter differs significantly from 324

that currently configured by operators. Future work aims at 325

evaluating the benefit of adjusting the initial offset parameter 326

on a daily-, hourly- or a cell-by-cell basis. 327
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